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We consider the following problem. Given a graph G and a real vafued weight for each edge 
in G, find a spanning tree T of G such that the difference in weight between the most and least 
weighted edge in T is minimized. We show an O(m log n) algorithm for this problem, where m 
is the number of edges and n is the number of vertices in G. This algorithm improves the 
algorithm given by Camerini et al. [I] for the same problem. 
1. Iutroduction 
We consider the following problem. 
Input. A graph G(V, E) (with no parallel edges) and a real valued weight, denoted 
w(e), for each e& (Denote n = 1 V( and m = IE I.) 
Output. A spanning tree T(V, ET), such that MAX{ w(e) - W( f ): e, f E ET} is 
minimized over all spanning trees of G. 
We show an O(m log n) algorithm for this problem. Camerini et al. [l] give an 
O(mn) algorithm for the same problem. Our algorithm is motivated by their algor- 
ithm., However, by using a more efficient data structure we were able to decrease 
the running time substantially. 
2, 
Sleater and Tarjan [2] developed a data structure which maintains acollection of 
vertex-disjoint rooted trees that change over time as (weighted) edges are added or 
deleted. (See also [3, Ch. 51.) Using this data structure we can perform the following 
operations efficiently: 
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(1) maketree( Create a new tree containing the single vertex v, previously in 
no tree. 
(2) findroot( Return the root of the tree containing the vertex v. 
(3) jindcost(v): Return an edge with the minimal weight on the path from v to 
its (current) root. 
(4) evert(v): Root the tree containing v at v. 
(5) link(v, w): Combine the trees containing v and w by adding the edge (v, w) 
making v the root of the new tree. This operation assumes thaL: v and w are in 
different rees. 
(6) cut(v): Divide the tree containing vertex v into two trees by deleting the edge 
outgoing from v. (All edges are directed towards the root.) This operation assumes 
that v is not the tree root. 
The time needed for performing rn such tree operations which include n maketree 
operations using the data structure of [2] is O(m log n). 
3. The algorithm 
Our algorithm fellows the algorithm given in [l]. First, we sort the edges o that 
W(ei)r w(ei+r), for i=l, . . . . m - 1. This takes O(m !og n) time. (Recall that G has 
no parallel edges, hence, O(log m) = O(log n).) Then, we ~zaintain a dynamic span- 
ning forest of G as follows. We start with n trees each containing a single vertex. 
We scan the edges in order. For each edge (v, w) we check whether its two endpoints 
are in the same tree. If so, we find an edge with the minimal weight on the (un- 
directed) path from v to w, omit it from the tree and add (v, w) instead. Otherwise, 
that is v and w are in different rees, we combine these trees by adding the edge 
(v, w). We then check whether the resulting spanning forest is a tree. If so, we com- 
pute the difference between its most and least weighted edge and compare it against 
the most uniform spanning tree we had so far. Following ahe proof given in [l] it 
can be proved that the most uniform spanning tree of G is the most uniform span- 
ning tree constructed in our scan. We implement the scan using the data structure 
described above for maintaining the dynamic spanning forest. Using this data struc- 
ture we achieve the running time of O(m logn). 
We give a detailed escription of the algorithm. 
Sort the edges o that W(ei)s W(e&, for i=l, . . ..m-1. 
for all v E V do maketree( 
z :=+oq T:=BI; s:=0; 
ru :=l tomdo 
S:=SU(e,}; 
(Let e,, be (v, tv).) 
findroot =findroot(w) 
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ever?(v); findcost( 
(Let the edge outgoing from x.) 
cut(x); link@, w); S := S - (e}; 
end 
else (v and w are not in the same tree.) 
begin 
lhk(v, w); 
if ISl=n-1 then 
begin 
Find the minimum I such that epz S; 
(This can be done in constant time by maintaining the edges in S in 
an ordered doubly-linked list .) 
if W(e,) - W(e,) < z then 
begin 
z := W(e,)- W(e,); T:=S; 
if z=O then stop 
end 
end 
end 
od 
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